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Abstract: The authors of this article propose a major revision of the processes used for 

assembling the metal ores component of economy wide material flow accounts. The case for 

doing this is built by describing in detail important shortcomings of current metal ores reporting 

systems, introducing the key features of the revised system being proposed, and then illustrating 

the way in which the new system both solves old shortcomings and adds important new 

capacities. The new capacities added are of particular interest with regard to organizing the data 

required for a range of practical resource and environmental monitoring and management tasks, 
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at national and smaller scale. The various components of the case for change are explained 

largely using illustrative examples. 

 

The direct motivations behind this work are twofold. Firstly, the proposed system will improve 

the accuracy and fitness for current uses of the metal ores accounts being assembled. Secondly, 

and more importantly, the additional capabilities of the revised system as a resource and 

environmental management tool will make the process of assembling EW-MFA accounts more 

clearly relevant to the concerns of developing countries, which are increasingly being prevailed 

upon to compile these accounts. In addition to the direct benefits of improved resources and 

environmental management that should be enabled by the revised system, it is expected that 

expanding the utility derived from the EW-MFA process will provide a stronger incentive for its 

institutionalization and maintenance by individual nations.   

 

 

1. Introduction  

 

“Economy-wide material flow accounts (EW-MFA) are a statistical accounting framework 

recording, in thousand tonnes per year, material flows into and out of an economy. They 

cover solid, gaseous, and liquid materials, except for bulk flows of water and air. The 

general purpose of EWMFA is to describe the physical interaction of the national economy 

with the natural environment and the rest of the world economy in terms of flows of 

materials.” (Eurostat, 2018, para. 1).   

 

The history and development of EW-MFA up until 2011 has been comprehensively covered 

in Fischer-Kowalski et al. (2011), with development after that point related in Schandl et al. 

(2018) . This article takes as its starting point that the rationale for overall EW-MFA 

accounting has been well established elsewhere, and that EW-MFA accounts are currently 

being compiled in line with standard guidelines, on an ongoing basis, in a number of 

countries.  The main purpose of this article is to demonstrate, in practical terms, why the 

guidelines in the metal ores accounts sub-section of existing EW-MFA compilation manuals 
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should be replaced with an alternative system. The alternative system proposed reflects a 

metals ores accounting module, with associated tools, that will be introduced in a new EW-

MFA compilation guide established for the UN Environment Programme, referenced here 

as UNEP (2020). 

 
Current systems of compiling accounts of metal ores used in economy wide material flow 

accounting (EW-MFA) have major shortcomings which affect the accuracy and 

maintainability of the accounts. More importantly, they severely compromise the utility to 

policy makers of that information they do provide. Fortunately, the data needed to greatly 

improve these aspects of the accounts is already being continuously collected as a part of 

day-to-day mining operations. Solving the problem is thus largely contingent on motivating 

individual national governments to mandate and organize the collation and reporting of 

this data from mine operators. An important first step towards achieving that is making 

sure that an appropriate reporting system has been designed and is ready to adopt. Note 

that even in countries where such political will is absent, the reporting system proposed in 

this article should still provide a compilation framework as practical to implement as 

existing systems, while still helping avoid some of their key pitfalls.  

 

This article addresses the above by first outlining the main deficiencies of the current EW-

MFA methodologies with regard to metal ores, using the system described Eurostat (2018) 

as the archetype for the systems being critiqued1. It then presents a detailed alternative 

                                                 

1 (Eurostat, 2018) is the latest iteration in a series of guides on compiling material flows accounts which has 
extended over almost two decades, with major versions including Eurostat (2001),  Eurostat (2007), (Eurostat, 
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compilation scheme, explains in detail and through examples why this alternative system is 

conceptually superior, and why this alternative scheme could help convince national 

governments of the value of compiling the necessary data. 

 

This article does not claim to be original in identifying major problems with the current 

systems. The coupled/co-production problem presented by polymetallic ores for example, 

discussed in section 4, has long been recognized. What is original is that it fundamentally 

rethinks the approach taken to compiling these accounts, rather than attempting to apply 

ad-hoc patches and somewhat arbitrary decisions, particularly with regard to dealing with 

polymetallic ores and appropriate grouping of ores, as has largely been the case to date. 

Such decisions have sometimes generated worse outcomes than the original problem they 

were intended to resolve. The most important of these specific problems are introduced in 

summary in section 2 and discussed in detail in section 4. 

 

The lack of a major rethink to date is understandable, as for the EU countries (which have 

historically been both the pioneers, and ongoing main drivers of EW-MFA methodologies 

and reporting processes since the 1990s2), domestic metalliferous ore extraction tends to 

be of limited scope and little direct economic importance. Data in UN-IRP (2018), for 

example, shows that in 2015, while EU countries had four countries in the top 10 globally 

                                                 

2011) and (Eurostat, 2013). The latest version is particularly important as it is currently informing the draft 
categorization being used for satellite material flows account in the SEEA framework. 
2 A good brief history of the development of EW-MFA overall, and detail on its current roles and place within 
international accounting systems, is provided in the early sections of (Eurostat, 2018). 
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for GDP, with Germany accounting for 5.5% of global GDP by itself, no EU country was in 

the top 10 for extraction of metal ores. Only Sweden and Poland in the top 20 for metals 

extraction, with each accounting for less than 0.8% of global extraction. In common with 

most advanced industrial economies, most EU countries receive much of their metal 

requirements in the form of imported concentrates, refined metals, and embodied in 

manufactured items. This is also evident from UN-IRP (2018), which shows that while all of 

Europe combined only accounted for 2.8% of global domestic metal ores extraction in 

2017, its material footprint for metal ores was over 12% of the global total.  

 

As EW-MFA reporting is extended to more countries, however, inadequacies in metal ores 

reporting systems are becoming a more serious problem. Countries now interested in 

creating EW-MFA accounts include developing countries with relatively large and/or 

growing mining sectors3. For them, the quality and utility of mining information is a matter 

of great practical importance for identifying economic opportunities, ensuring 

transparency around the exploitation of their mineral endowments, and for anticipating 

and monitoring associated environmental problems.  The benefits of the proposed new 

system for informing policy makers are introduced in section 3, then discussed in detail, 

with illustrative examples, in sections 4 and 5.  

                                                 

3 Examples of nations which hosted UNEP sponsored EW-MFA capacity building missions for their national 
statistical offices between 2015 and 2017 included Mongolia, Fiji, Lao PDR, and Thailand. The proposed new metal 
ores accounting system was in large part initiated in response to feedback from the Mongolian workshop series. 
Subsequent presentations on exploratory drafts of the system were the items of most interest in both the Fiji and 
Lao PDR series of workshops. This was not the case in Thailand, where, in contrast to Mongolia and the Lao PDR, 
mining was being de-emphasized as a driver of future economic development. 
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2. Summary of the main problems with the existing compilation system 

 

The single most important issue addressed by the proposed system is the need to  fully 

recognize that, for domestic extraction (DE), the rock extracted from the environment, 

from which saleable metal(s) are subsequently extracted, is the central physical quantity 

we must try to account for in EW-MFA. This follows from the definition of DE, for example, 

in Eurostat (2018, para. 72). Only then should we turn to accounting for the suite of 

individual metals it contains. A preference for using observed run of mine (ROM) ore 

amounts is in fact explicitly stated in Eurostat (2018, para. 231), however the same 

paragraph moves quickly on to describing the common practice of back-calculating gross 

ore tonnages from produced metal as an alternative method. This latter has in effect 

become the default practice. This is understandable given the realities of publicly available 

data, where centralized data on metal production is commonly available, but data on ore 

tonnages mined is not. As we shall see, however, the practice is fundamentally flawed and 

should be employed only as a last resort.  

 

The current structure of the Eurostat EW-MFA questionnaire directly inhibits adopting 

what will be referred to here as a “natural ore first” (NOF) approach. Specifically, the sub-

categorization immediately under MF.2.2 Non-ferrous ores, the level at which data must be 

compiled, immediately fragments into a numbered series of mono-metallic ores (MF.2.2.1 

Copper, MF.2.2.2 Nickel,….. etc.). This does not reflect the real importance of polymetallic 

ores.. In nature, lead, zinc and silver are much more commonly mined in some combination 
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with each, in mixed ores, than separately. To varying degrees this is true of many other 

important metals, including copper and gold.   

 

Furthermore, in those cases where the current systems do group metals together in the 

same sub-categories, the current groupings either reflect economic or popular perceptions, 

or convenience, rather than the natural physical occurrence of these metals in ore.  This 

structure interferes with good material accounting on a fundamental level.  

 

All of the above is expanded upon in section 4, however one critical recommendation 

should be emphasized at the outset:   

 

the current recommended practice of artificially dividing inherently polymetallic 

ores into notional mono-metallic ore fractions based on metal prices Eurostat 

(2018, para. 73), should be abandoned for the primary EW-MFA accounts.  

 

It must be stressed that this does not mean that subsequent allocation to notional mono-

metallic categories should also never be performed in post-processing. On the contrary, 

such post-processing may be necessary for some important applications4.  It does mean 

that such re-allocations must not, however, be integrated back into the underlying “real” 

                                                 

4 One clear current example of where post-allocation to notional mono-metallic categories will remain 
important is in establishing environmental extensions for material footprinting. The more disaggregated the Input 
Output tables used, and the better DE in the environmental extensions can be disaggregated to align with 
individual inter-sectoral flows in the IO table, and the better the subsequent footprinting reallocation will tend to 
be.  
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EW-MFA accounts.  Whatever administrative or bureaucratic utility this practice may 

appear to have is outweighed by the misinformation and / or misinterpretation it facilitates 

if incorporated as a foundational part of a physical accounting scheme. 

 

3. Summary of the major benefits of adopting the proposed accounting system.  

 

Before describing the specific benefits of adopting the proposed accounting system, two 

important points about the system should be made upfront.  

 

Firstly, adopting the new system can be seen as a “no regrets” option, insofar as it is 

relatively simple to reproduce accounts which comply with the structure set out in 

Eurostat (2018) from accounts assembled using the methodology described here. The 

reverse is not true, especially with regard to the detailed underlying data organized in the 

questionnaires, which is key to the new system's practical value. It is also the case that 

while getting the maximum benefit of the new system relies on the ability to source 

operational data, where this is not possible for legal, political, or other reasons, it should be 

just as practical to use the new templates to compile data as use the older system. In such 

circumstances, populating data fields to assemble the accounts simply relies on the 

compiler reverting to similar steps to those they are already advised to use under the 

existing systems e.g. in paragraphs 242-248 of  (Eurostat, 2018), effectively using 

individual  judgement to filter and combine data from specific national data sources, 

published company reports, and international data sources such as the USGS and BGS. 

Guidance on this is provided in UNEP (2020). 
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The second major point is that while we believe the new system to be a major 

improvement, it is still a compromise between what is practical on the one hand, and what 

is most scientifically correct on the other. An example of such compromise is the decision 

that it should not impose any significant burden of additional data creation and collection 

on mine operators, assuming only that they can provide aggregated versions of the data 

they already produce as part of routine operation. It does not prescribe lists of potentially 

contained metals and/or pollutants which "must" be analyzed for, nor require separate 

measurement of the manner and mode of tailings disposal, hazardous reagents used in 

processing etc. It also does not explicitly cover the complete range of all possible mining 

methods and processing paths, at least not without requiring the exercise of some 

independent judgement on the part of the compiler, in combination with guidance 

provided in UNEP (2020). The system was designed around mining operations which can 

be generalized as follows:  

1. Ore extraction is via surface mining i.e. largely open pit, strip or placer mining, or by  

underground mining methods, as described for example in Rankin (2011).  

2. All subsequent ore beneficiation on-site is conceptually aggregable into one stage per "Ore 

Stream" (the Ore Stream concept is defined in section 5), and the product which 

subsequently flows off-site is characterizable primarily in terms of individual metal content.  
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Operations amenable to this conceptualization account for the vast bulk of metals 

extraction today, nevertheless it needs to be recognized that some methods, such as 

extraction by in-situ leaching, do not fit naturally into the system5.   

 

With regard to the major benefits of adopting the proposed system, implementing the NOF 

principle will overcome some major accounting shortcomings of the present system, which 

include: 

 

1. Multiple-counting of ore tonnages caused by back-calculation from metal production, where 

the mined deposits are poly-metallic. 

2. Falsely inflating apparent individual metal grades, which will systematically occur wherever 

the current practice of using the aliquot method to “solve” the coupled production problem 

is used. This is a potential source of serious misinformation.  

3. Miscalculations of ore tonnages which may result from not including recovery factors as 

well as ore grade in back-calculation. 

4. Miscalculations of ore tonnages which follow from missing the extreme variability of ore 

grades which can occur on a yearly basis within a nation, as different operations open / 

shut. 

 

                                                 

5 Guidance on an appropriate way to accommodate in-situ leaching is provided in UNEP (2020), however 
as no ore is extracted, only the metal and injected leachate, the extracted ore field disregards the bulk of the 
deposit which has, nevertheless, in some sense been "processed". A brief description of key aspects of mineral 
deposit characteristics, mining methods, and processing is also provided there, and will likely be sufficient for 
many compiling EW-MFA accounts, however if a much more detailed and comprehensive treatment is required, 
they should look to sources such as Section 7 of Rankin (2011). 
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More important than the technical accounting problems avoided is the information the 

proposed system will collate and preserve. This information will often be of great practical 

interest to the governments being asked to compile it. Examples include:  

1. Information on the potential pollutants remaining in tailings.  

2. Information on potentially valuable products left behind in mine tailings for future recovery 

(when the target metals’ prices rise, or when recovery technology improves, or when 

elements which were previously considered contaminants and so directed to tailings in the 

recovery phase, become valuable due to market and/or technological change.) 

3. Information on the market value of secondary products which may be shipped out with 

metal concentrates, but for which royalties and other payments are not being received. 

4. Information facilitating analysis on how payments being received relate to the value of 

primary metal contained in concentrates6.  

 

Providing detailed illustrations of how the proposed system avoids the problems and yields 

the benefits listed above is main focus of section 4. 

 

Using EW-MFA as a vehicle to compile such practical, economically and environmentally 

useful information is more likely to gain traction with national governments than simply 

appealing to the more abstract, higher level value of EW-MFA accounting (e.g. for SDG 

reporting, high level resource efficiency and productivity indicators, etc.). This is especially 

                                                 

6 This would provide an important adjunct to the efforts currently embodied in international initiatives 
such as the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI, 2019), which currently focus largely on financial 
flows. Metal ores are particularly susceptible to having value “hidden in plain sight” by simply misstating metal 
concentrations, the value of which can be recovered much further down the processing chain, in external and non-
transparent legal jurisdictions.  
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so for poorer nations which, facing challenges of basic economic development, have very 

limited resources for gathering national statistics.  More than for any other material 

category, obtaining institutional buy-in of national governments will be crucial for securing 

self-sustaining and accurate metal ores accounts over the long term, as there is no real 

equivalent to the FAO or IEA for minerals. While UN Environment's International 

Resources Panel (UNEP-IRP) has established global accounts for metal ores at the 

individual national level as part of UNEP-IRP (2017), these accounts are not generally built 

from mandated reporting from individual national statistical offices. They are instead 

largely modelled from data that can be sourced from those few national agencies which 

also compile and publish international mining statistics (notably the US and British 

Geological Surveys), which typically report only metal production, not ore tonnages, for 

most metals. Most ore tonnages are back calculated from "national average" grades where 

such estimates can reasonably be made from other published sources (e.g. company 

reports), or by defaulting to time invariant "global" grades where nothing else is available. 

In short, they are currently assembled via a high-level variant of the practices the new 

system seeks to replace. The severe limitations of estimates produced in this way, 

compounded by  the misallocations which will accompany the artificial translation of 

individual metals produced from all ores into notional mono-metallic ores, is to some 

extent recognized in the public interface only reporting metals ores by two categories, 
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ferrous and non-ferrous, despite the database itself being initially modelled with a 15 

category disaggregation7.  

 

It is important to note that the information required to adopt a NOF approach is already 

generally collected by mining operations, at the level of individual deposits, on an ongoing 

(and typically daily) basis. The tonnage of ore mined, grades (% concentration) for its 

primary saleable products (and often for contaminants), as well as product/contaminant 

recovery factors where processing takes place, are all basic information necessary for  

managing modern metalliferous mining operations. They are necessary inputs to standard 

ore grade control and reconciliation processes, as described, for example in Parker (2012), 

Annels (1991), and Amoako and Al-Hassan (2015).  That widespread generation of this 

data is normal practice, is further testified to by works such as Gavin M. Mudd (2007) and 

Gavin M. Mudd (2009), were the author has sourced and collated an extraordinarily 

detailed data on individual mining operations in Australia, with mine level data presented 

in the latter work clearly indicating that detailed data for ore tonnages milled/mined , 

grade, and recovery factors were being recorded at least as far back as the late 19th 

Century for major operations such as Broken Hill.  That the availability of such data is not 

restricted to developed countries such as Australia is evident from the breadth of data 

implicit in the compilations of data underlying such works as Gavin M. Mudd and Jowitt 

(2014), which presents data on Nickel ore resource grades and production for over 40 

                                                 

7 The initial modelling and compilation underlying UNEP-IRP (2017) is done for the following categories: 
Aluminium, Chromium, Copper, Gold, Iron, Lead, Manganese, Nickel, Platinum group metals, Silver, Tin, Titanium, 
Uranium, Zinc, Other metals nec. 
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countries,  and Gavin M Mudd, Weng, and Jowitt (2013), which shows similar breadth with 

regard to copper. For persons responsible for establishing EW-MFA accounts in a national 

statistical office (NSO), it will largely be a question of whether they can get access to a 

version of this data from mine operators, rather than whether such data exists.  

 

While the raw, daily data would be commercially sensitive, the data requested could be 

much more aggregated, especially with regard to time. A large number of mining 

companies, particularly those domiciled in countries with high reporting standards for 

publicly listed companies, already provide aggregated data similar to that which would be 

required as part of their annual company reports. As improved corporate reporting 

standards spread, the requisite data infrastructure will also be spread. This should make 

the collection and collation of the required data more feasible that it would have been even 

at the time the original EW-MFA compilation guide was published in Eurostat (2001).  

 

The spreadsheet provided in supplementary material 1 is a draft version of the metal ores 

accounting compilation system to be included in UNEP (2020). 

 

4. Detailed analysis of problems with current EW-MFA metal ores accounting system, and 

how the proposed system addresses them. 

 

(a) Artificial enforcement of mono-metallic ore categories 
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Figure 1 Structural and conceptual problems with current EW-MFA accounting. Illustrated using a 
selection of metal ores categories from Table 2 of the Economy-wide material flow accounts handbook 
(2018). 

 

The first problem illustrated in Figure 1 is that the Eurostat (2018) classification scheme is 

structured to report on metal ores as though they generally contain a single product. In reality, 

they are frequently complex mixtures of multiple saleable products, and contaminants. Lead, 

zinc and silver, are often inextricably linked in their most significant real ore deposits, a fact 

reflected in their being dealt with jointly in sources such as Geoscience Australia (2013) and  

Than Htun, Aung Kyin, and Khin Zaw (2017)  , while lead and zinc ores are treated as 

effectively a single, co-host category in Nassar, Graedel, and Harper (2015), an article 

dealing specifically with the importance of by/co-production of 62 individual metal, using 

the concept of  “companionality”8.  The  Nassar et al. (2015) work provides a very good 

global overview of just how pervasive and important  by/co-production is in modern 

                                                 

8 “Companionality is the degree to which a metal is obtained largely or entirely as a by-product of one or more 
host metals from geologic ores”. (Nassar, Graedel, & Harper, 2015). 
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production of metals, in that 38 of the 62 metals dealt with have a companionality of >50%, 

meaning that over half of total production these 38 metals comes from ores where it is not 

the primary product, but rather “hosted” by one or more important products. While 

companionality for most of the major (in market value terms) metals were assessed in 

Nassar et al. (2015) to be much lower than 50%, with aluminium and iron < 1% and  

copper, gold, lead/zinc, and nickel all below 15%, some significant metals aren’t.  The 

companionality of silver, for example, is given as 71% (with the most important individual 

host being the combined lead/zinc category), cobalt as 85% and molybdenum as 46%. It is 

among the broad spectrum of relatively minor metals that companionality is very 

commonly above 50%, with metals such as tellurium, indium, cadmium, and a wide range 

of rare earth elements all listed at 100%, signifying that none of these has any production 

from monometallic ores. For examples of  more detailed treatments of specific by-product  

/ companion metals, often connection with the issue of  critical metals the reader is 

referred to articles including the three part series (Gavin M. Mudd, Jowitt, & Werner, 2017; 

Timothy T. Werner, Gavin M. Mudd, & Simon M. Jowitt, 2017; T. T. Werner, Gavin M. Mudd, 

& Simon M. Jowitt, 2017) and G. M. Mudd, Weng, Jowitt, Turnbull, and Graedel (2013). The 

relevant  points for the purposes of this article are simply to highlight the current 

importance of multi-product ores, note that inherent linkages between metals as found in 

natural deposits will almost certainly become even more important  as we find new uses 

for even more, previously economically insignificant “companion” metals, and support the 

assertion that metal ores reporting in EW-MFA must be redesigned to reflect these 

realities.   
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A related issue is that, where there are some explicit groupings in current accounting 

systems, such as for precious metals in MF.2.2.6, the grouping reflects an economic concept 

or popular perception, rather than the degree to which they are commonly coproducts of 

the same ore. The literature e.g. Geoscience Australia (2013), Haldar (2017), USGS (2004), 

Mertie (1969),  Gavin M. Mudd, Jowitt, and Werner (2018), strongly indicates that 

association of silver is much closer with lead/zinc, and that of platinum with 

nickel/chromium, rather than of either silver or platinum with the other. Furthermore, the 

grades of each individual metal in the group, even if present within the same ore, will 

typically vary widely from each other. 

 

Expanding the current system of categorization to include more mixed ore categories 

would not be a practical solution. The range of combinations of metals jointly exploited 

from different deposits is too broad. To illustrate this, a small sample of the metal product 

assemblages from just Australia’s currently producing mines which have copper as the 

primary product, listed at Geoscience Australia (2015) include:  copper; copper + gold; 

copper + zinc; copper + cobalt + nickel + lead + zinc ; copper + uranium +  gold; copper + 

indium + tin + silver, copper + zinc + silver. This list becomes even longer if we include 

mines where copper is a secondary product.  

 

A more practical solution is to simply reduce the explicit sub-categorization of gross metal 

ores used. A three sub-category split into ferrous ores, aluminium ores (both of which come 

overwhelmingly from single product dominated mines), and other non-ferrous ores is 

proposed here and is used in UNEP (2020). 
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The loss of ore category detail may seem a like a retrograde step, but it more closely 

respects physical reality than assembling notional mono-metallic categories at national 

level from largely polymetallic deposits. It implicitly recognizes that most non-ferrous ores 

are inherently highly individual in their specific assemblages and concentrations of metals, 

and so should either be dealt with at the detailed, deposit level (as collected and preserved 

in the underlying questionnaire data), or be openly acknowledged as high-level aggregates, 

suitable only for high level work e.g. for national resource productivity indicators. 

 

The reduced resolution for ores is not proposed for the contained metals, which remain 

highly disaggregated. Indeed, the level of disaggregation proposed for the contained metals 

has increased to the individual element level, as will be discussed in more detail below.  

 

(b) Insufficient emphasis on contained metals 

 

Previous versions of the Eurostat guide contained at least memo items for metals, however 

the revised system in  Eurostat (2018) does not.  This is a retrograde step. Many minor 

metals are typically by-products, or even contaminants in the ores of major metals. 

Maintaining a record of the individual minor metals contained in extracted ores is 

potentially important for economic and environmental reasons, and likely to become even 

more relevant as we find uses for more metals. Currently, many of the metals already being 

discussed to in the context of “Critical Metals”, such as rare earth elements (REEs) remain 

undifferentiated under the MF.2.2.9 category in Eurostat (2018). Collection of detailed data 
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on individual contained metals should be strongly encouraged and so is built into the 

proposed alternative system's reporting structure.  

 

The suggested practice of recording each individual contained metal separately also 

highlights how the current system's sub-category nomenclature can’t easily and logically be 

extended to include other elements. This is a major short-coming at a time when more 

individual metals are becoming economically important.  Fortunately, there is a very 

simple solution to this problem, recommended in the alternative system. It involves 

removing all current system digits after the MF.2 prefix, and simply replacing them with 

the periodic table symbol for the metal of interest. This avoids having to pre-select an 

arbitrary and otherwise meaningless number to classify all metals in case they suddenly 

become a major product e.g. Lithium. The appropriate identifier suffixes can be simply and 

systematically determined by NSO officers if and when their use becomes necessary e.g. 

MF.2.Li. 

 

MF.2.1 Iron ore 

MF.2.2 Aluminium ore 

MF.2.3 Other Non-ferrous ores 

MF.2.Fe Iron - Contained metal 

MF.2.Al Aluminium - Contained metal 

MF.2.Cu Copper - Contained metal 

MF.2.Ni Nickel - Contained metal 
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MF.2.Au Gold - Contained metal 

… … 

MF.2.Li Lithium - Contained metal 

MF.2.Bi Bismuth - Contained metal 

… … 

 

Table 1 Effect of new categorization system on categories displayed in Figure 1. 

 

 

How the suggested new categorization system would affect the section of categories shown 

previously in Figure 1 is displayed in Table 1. In brief, both contained iron (MF.2.Fe) and 

contained aluminium (MF.2.Al) map directly on to their own separate metal ores categories 

(MF.2.,1 and MF.2.2 respectively), while all other contained metals will map to the one 

aggregated MF.2.3 ore category. 

 

(c) Generation of erroneous and misleading statistics  

 

(i) Double-counting of ore tonnages caused by back-calculation from metal production, 
where the mined deposits are poly-metallic. 

 

This problem can be illustrated by reference to the hypothetical two metal, three mine 

model specified in the top panel of Table 2, where production of copper and gold comes 

from both mono-metallic and polymetallic deposits. The salient point is that, even in this 

extremely simple system, and even if we have full detail on individual mine level grades 
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and recovery factors, there is no average grade factor that we can derive simply from this 

data alone, which we can then apply to aggregated metal production to reliably back-

calculate ROM ore tonnages9. In this specific example, the bottom panel of Table 1 shows 

that ROM estimate 2, which uses production weighted grades, underestimates true ROM ore 

by 13%. This is somewhat worse than ROM Estimate 1, which just uses a simple arithmetic 

average of grades and overestimates by 10% over-estimate, but better than ROM estimate 

3 which uses the grades of the two mono-metallic mines,  ignoring grade data from the 

poly-metallic ore entirely, with a resulting 33% under-estimation. Which average grade 

performs better will be specific to each individual case, however the main point is that 

none give a correct result.  

                                                 

9 There is sufficient information to ultimately derive a conversion factor which will work, but via paths 
which are effectively as, or more complicated than simply using the data to directly back-calculate ROM tonnages 
on an individual mine basis, then summing, making derivation of this notional conversion factor pointless. 

  Real ore production and grade 

  

A B C D E F G H 

1 

  
Au grade 

(ppm)  
Cu grade 

(ppm) 

ROM Ore 
produced 
(tonnes) 

Au 
produced 
(tonnes) 

Cu produced 
(tonnes) 

  

2 
Pure gold 
mine 5 N/A 1,000,000 5 N/A 

  

3 
Pure copper 
mine N/A 10,000 1,000,000 N/A 10,000 

  

4 

Poly-
metallic Cu - 
Au mine 

0.5 4,000 2,000,000 1.6 6,000 

  

5 True Totals     4,000,000 6.6 16,000   

6 
  

Apparent ore tonnages back-calculated from production and average grades 
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Table 2 Simple model to illustrate errors in apparent ROM ore production back-calculated from metal 
production, where poly-metallic ores are present. Top panel specifies " real” ROM ore characteristics, 
with recovery factors assumed to be 100% (to simplify example, so not shown). Formulas for calculated 
fields are specified below lower panel using spreadsheet type cell ID labelling.  

 

The problem illustrated in Table 2 has long been recognized, and has generally been 

referred to as the “co-production” or “coupled production” problem in the EW-MFA 

literature.  The method recommended to deal with it Eurostat (2018, para. 267-273) is 

serviceable, but requires as much mine specific data (ore grades, metal/concentrate 

production, recovery factors), with additional operations and analysis, to achieve the same 

level of quality as the alternative system being recommended. Importantly, the subsequent 

step prescribed in Eurostat (2018), of allocating ore to its own notional mono-metallic ore 

7 

  Arithmetic 
mean 
grade 
(ppm) 

ROM 
Estimate 

1 
(tonnes) 

Production 
weighted 

grade (ppm) 

ROM 
Estimate 

2 (tonnes) 

Monometallic 
mines grade 

(ppm) 

ROM 
Estimate 3 
(tonnes) 

8 
Avg. Au 
grade of Au 
mines 

2.75 2,400,000 3.91 1,688,372 5 1,320,000 

9 
Avg. Cu 
grade of Cu 
mines 

7000 2,285,714 7,750 2,064,516 10,000 1,600,000 

10 
Apparent 
totals 

  
4,685,714 

  
3,752,888 

  
2,920,000 

E5 = SUM(E2:E4), F5 = SUM(F2:F4), G5 = SUM(G2:G4) 

C8 = AVERAGE(C2:C4), D8 = F5/C8*1,000,000, E8 = SUMPRODUCT(C2:C4,F2:F4)/F5, F8 = F5/E8*1000000 

G8 = C2, H8 =  F5/G8*1000000 

C9 = AVERAGE(D2:D4), D9 = G5/C9*1,000,000, E9 = SUMPRODUCT(D2:D4,G2:G4)/G5, F9 = G5/E9*1000000 

G9 = C2, H9 = G5/G9*1000000 

D10 = SUM(D8:D9), F10 = SUM(F8:F9), H10 = SUM(H8:H9) 
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class10, requires even more data, while creating serious potential problems for little 

tangible benefit if incorporated into the basic EW-MFA accounts. This is explored in the 

next section.  

 

Before finishing this section, it should be made clear that we are not suggesting that there 

is no possible role for the back-calculation of ROM ore from metal production. There may 

be cases where data on grades, metal production, and recovery factors are available for 

mines, but for whatever reason ROM ore tonnages aren’t. In those cases it would be 

entirely reasonable to fill the data gap by back-calculating ROM ore on an individual mine 

basis, for later aggregation into the national level ROM ore total. A situation where data 

adequate for the task of back-calculating ROM ore at a national level is harder to envisage, 

but cannot be entirely ruled out. It should probably only be considered for nations where 

individual metals production is heavily dominated by a very small number of operations, 

known to be of similar grade characteristics, and then mainly as a last resort. 

 

(ii) Inflated apparent metal grades resulting from the aliquot method.  
 

This is illustrated using a simple two mine, three metal (gold, copper, uranium) model. In 

Table 3 the “real” data is given in the first panel, with hypothetical tonnages made equal to 

simplify the example, the ore grades have been taken from two Australian deposits 

                                                 

10  The method of achieving this re-allocation of real polymetallic ores to notional monometallic categories was 
referred to as the “aliquot method” in earlier versions of the EW-MFA compilation guide, and this term is used 
here. 
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(Olympic Dam and Cadia), and recovery factors again assumed to be 100% for the sake of 

simplicity (and so not included).  The second panel reallocates the real ROM tonnage from 

both mines according the aliquot method described in Eurostat (2018, para. 274-277), 

using long term metal prices sourced from that document for copper and gold, and a rough 

30 year approximation for uranium based on data from Cameco (2019). 

 

The second panel in Table 3 shows the allocation of ores to individual metals that results 

from applying the aliquot method.  A policy maker relying on tonnage data from current 

EW-MFA accounts could justifiably infer that the data shows a country mining multiple 

mono-metallic deposits at relatively high grades, implying each metal stream is 

economically viable in its own right. Individual minerals often have different tax regimes, 

processing and marketing requirements, associations with by-products and pollutants, and 

political sensitivities High grade, monometallic gold deposits, for example, are often 

relatively simple to process into pure metal, while the end product is widely and simply 

saleable, and relatively politically non-controversial. The same cannot generally be said 

regarding Uranium. Thus in Table 3, expanding gold production from high grade deposits 

would appear to be a relatively straightforward development option. Unfortunately, these 

high-grade monometallic deposits, and the freedom to pick and choose which individual 

metals to mine, aren’t real. They are an artefact of the methodology.  

 

Any significant benefits which might seem to be delivered by the artificial division of 

polymetallic ores into fictitious monometallic components will usually be much better dealt 
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by simply providing a better basic structure for accounting for individual contained metals. 

This is the approach used in the proposed system.  

 

Real ore production and grade 

 
Au grade 

(ppm) 

Cu grade 

(ppm) 

U grade 

(ppm) 

ROM Ore 

(tonnes) 

Au produced 

(tonnes) 

Cu produced 

(tonnes) 

U produced 

(tonnes) 

Au – Cu - U 

mine 

0.5 12,000    400 1,000,000  0.50 12,000    400 

Au - Cu 

mine 

0.44 2,800   1,000,000  0.44    2,800 
 

True Totals 
  

 2,000,000  0.94 14,800  400 

 

Attribution of ores to individual metals according to metal value (aliquot method), with  apparent 

metal grades from back-calculation 

 $ Per tonne Total Value of 

produced metal 

ROM Ore tonnes 

Attributed by value 

Inferred grade (ppm)  

Gold  $14,008,593   $13,168,077   341,046  2.8 

Copper  $3,382   $50,053,600   1,296,361   11,417  

Uranium  $35,000   $14,000,000   362,592   1,103  

Table 3 Simple model to illustrate apparent grade inflation after applying aliquot method. First panel 
specifies the hypothetical two mine, three metal production model. Second panel shows apparent grades 
when back-calculated from the notional mono-metallic ore tonnages 

 

(iii) Miscalculations of ore tonnages which may result from not including recovery in back-
calculation. 

 

Back-calculating ROM tonnages using just the metal contained in the beneficiated or 

refined metal products, and an ore grade factor, will systematically underestimate ROM 
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extraction. This is because metal will be lost at various stages in processing. While there 

are multiple points at which this can occur, often the largest single loss usually occurs in 

early beneficiation stages e.g. screening, flotation/concentration. This is particularly the 

case for polymetallic ores, where efficient recovery of one product may need to be traded-

off in favor of increased total process throughput, and/or reduced input costs, to increase 

profitability. Alternatively, it may be tuned to enhanced recovery of one product over the 

other(s), or even to actively suppress recovery of a contaminant in a concentrate. A brief 

overview of some of these considerations is provided in Whittle (2009), with some specific 

individual studies in Luo et al. (2016), Salomon-de-Friedberg and Robinson (2014) and 

Minz et al. (2015).  While, ceteris paribus, operations will aim for recovery rates as high as 

possible, recovery rates are often less than 70%, especially for subordinate co-products. 

 

There is no one simple fix for accurately back-calculating ore tonnages from produced 

metal, and grades in the absence of recovery factors. This is why the proposed system 

emphasizes better accounting for tonnages and grades of ROM ore from the outset. The 

proposed system does, however, contain an explicit field for recovery factors in the data 

compilation tool, due to the value of this information for the additional economic and 

environmental data it unlocks, discussed in section 5.  

 

(iv) Miscalculations of ore tonnages which follow from missing temporal variability in ore 
grades. 
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This is fully acknowledged as  a problem in the Eurostat handbook Eurostat (2018, para. 

264), and the solution recommended there (as here) is obtaining individual mine statistics.  

The main problem with the current approach is that it moves quickly on to suggesting that 

in the absence of mine specific data, much more generalized sources of national ore grades, 

or even non-time varying averages derived from a sampling of international mines be 

applied (in paragraph 265). This does not place sufficient weight on the very large 

divergence that routinely characterize true national grades and the international average, 

or even between different years production from the same nation or mine (see for example 

the changing grades over time for a selection of copper mines presented in Calvo, Mudd, 

Valero, and Valero (2016)). For smaller, primary resource-based economies in particular, 

this can make a huge difference in their apparent EW-MFA accounts. 

 

To illustrate this point, we consider the case of the Lao PDR, which has only become a 

significant producer of copper over the last two decades. Early copper production (mid-

2000s) from that country was dominated the high-grade zones of the Sepon mine. Using 

data in MMG (2014), we calculate that ore being milled at that operation was still over 5% 

Cu in 2014. Even before 2014 however, a second major copper producing mine began 

operating, Phu Kham. Data from PanAust (2014) indicates that the grade of ore milled at 

that mine was less than 0.5% Cu. Total copper production from both mines in 2014 was 

broadly similar (98kt  from Sepon, 90kt from Phu Kham). Had the historical grade from 

Sepon been used to back-calculate ore production, it would have underestimated DE of 

ores by around 16 million tonnes, or more than 60% (and equal to over 12% of all Lao 

PDR’s DE for all material categories for that year, as reported in Vilaysouk, Schandl, and 
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Murakami (2019)). Conversely, applying the default grade of 1.04%  Cu from Eurostat 2018 

to the Lao PDRs production for 2007 (62.5kt, from USGS (2019a)), when copper production 

came from Sepon only, would have over-estimated ROM copper production for that year by 

around 5 million tonnes, or over 140% of all DE of metal ores for that year reported in 

Vilaysouk et al. (2019).  Validation of the assertion that changing ore sources has actually 

had a huge effect on the average national grades for the Laos PDR (and so the magnitude of 

errors which can accompany back-calculation)  is provided by the time series for copper 

grades provided in Gavin M. Mudd and Jowitt (2018), where the national average grade is 

seen to drop precipitously from >2.25% Cu in 2007 to < 0.5% by 2013 

 

Given potential errors of this magnitude, the case is put that it is preferable to count only 

that ore which is directly reported, or which can reasonably be calculated on a specific 

mine by mine basis, rather than applying generalized ore grade factors to reported national 

level metal production. At least if reporting is done on that basis, the error becomes one of 

consistent, limited under-estimation. For most countries, the great majority of the total ore 

and metal production will be accounted for by obtaining data on a relatively small number 

of major mines. This fortunate situation reflects the highly non-linear tonnage/grade 

distribution of metalliferous ore deposits11, and the economic constraints that this places 

on which deposits subsequently get developed12. 

                                                 

11 The size distribution of mineral deposits is sometimes been assumed as a rule of thumb to be log—normal. This 
oversimplifies (see Singer (2013)) but is close enough support the expectation that total tonnages will be 
dominated by production from a limited number of relatively large mines. 
12 In the case of copper, data presented in table 4 of Mudd and Jowitt (2018) shows that >75% of the world's 641 
million tonnes of copper contained in reserves (much more tightly associated with producing mines than 
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5. Practical additional information from the proposed system of metal ores accounting. 

 

Perhaps even more important than the technical accounting problems avoided by the NOF 

approach is the information it organizes and preserves. This information will be of high 

research relevance for projects which aim, for example, to examine the environmental 

burdens of mining as well as the supply chains associated with these in detail. Above all, it 

will also be of great practical interest to the governments being asked to compile it.   

 

To facilitate easy reference for the subsequent discussion here, Table 4 and Table 5 are 

provided, each being adapted from two key worksheets included in supplementary data 

113. They show the crucial structures of the alternative system proposed to guide NSOs in 

compiling metal ore accounts. 

 

Ore_Stream_ID Year ROM Ore (Tonnes) Ore type Metal ROM Grade 

(ppm) 

Desert Mine A1 2015                10,000,000   A.2.1  A.2.Fe           570,000  

Desert Mine A2 2015                   7,000,000   A.2.1  A.2.Fe           470,000  

Weipa A 2015                18,000,000   A.2.2  A.2.Al           200,000  

Bonanza A 2015                25,000,000   A.2.3  A.2.Cu               5,000  

                                                 

"resources") is accounted for by just 139 Porphyry type deposits. Explicit ranking by size across deposit types will 
further increase the apparent concentration, with Figure 9 in the same work showing 13 individual deposits in the 
range of 10 - 60 million tonnes of contained copper. 
13 The main change between the worksheets in supp1 and here has been changing classification codes to use the 
prefix “MF” rather than “A”, to make the comparison with the system used in Eurostat (2018) more transparent. At 
the time the draft manual was submitted, the prefixes distinguished between Domestic extraction (“A”), imports 
(“B”), and exports (“C”), in a fashion similar to that used for the previous versions of the Eurostat compilation 
guide. They have also been had the number of rows reduced. 
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Bonanza A 2015                25,000,000   A.2.3  A.2.Au                    0.9  

Bonanza A 2015                25,000,000   A.2.3  A.2.Ag                       5  

Bonanza A 2015                25,000,000   A.2.3  A.2.Mo                  105  

Desert Mine A1 2016                   9,200,000   A.2.1  A.2.Fe           524,400  

Desert Mine A2 2016                   7,700,000   A.2.1  A.2.Fe           460,600  

… … … … … … 

Table 4 Proposed template for national statistical offices to compile data on mined ore.  Adapted from 
the “Mined ore for NSOs” worksheet in supporting material 1. 

 

The structure used in Table 4 is intended to guide compilation of DE of ores at the NSO 

level. Temporal resolution is limited to annual14, and the disaggregation by source is 

labelled as an “Ore Stream” rather than mine, to reflect that it is not uncommon for 

individual large mines to have multiple ore streams with very different characteristics and 

processing paths, while the output from multiple smaller mines may be aggregated / 

blended prior to their first reliable measurement, thence dispatched to a common 

treatment path (see Seaman, Burns, Adamson, Seaman, and Manton (2012) and Matrix 

(2011) for examples). 

 

 

                                                 

14 Other worksheets are provided in the “Metal ore compilation worksheets for national statistical offices .xlsx” 
spreadsheet which could be distributed to the mine operators to fill out in a format more suited to the higher 
temporal and source resolution that characterizes typical operational data collection. These are provided as a 
convenience / collation guidance if required, but are much more detailed than required or even desired for  EW-
MFA accounting. Greater detail on the use of the spreadsheet is provided in the draft manual, which is currently in 
review. 
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Ore_Stream_ID Year Input 

(tonnes) 

Ore type Metal Input Grade 

(ppm) 

Recovery 

factor 

Sold 

 

Desert Mine A1 2015 10,200,000   A.2.1  A.2.Fe 550,000  100% 1 

Desert Mine A2 2015 7,500,000   A.2.1  A.2.Fe 450,000  95% 1 

Weipa A 2015 17,500,000   A.2.2  A.2.Al 180,000  100% 1 

Bonanza A 2015 30,000,000   A.2.3  A.2.Cu 4,900  90% 1 

Bonanza A 2015 30,000,000   A.2.3  A.2.Au 0.9  60% 1 

Bonanza A 2015 30,000,000   A.2.3  A.2.Ag 4.5  30% 1 

Bonanza A 2015 30,000,000   A.2.3  A.2.Mo 80  50% 0 

… … … … … … … … 

Table 5  Proposed template for national statistical offices to compile data on processed / shipped ore.  
Adapted from the example in “Processed_Shipped ore for NSOs” worksheet of supporting material 1. 

 

The structure used in Table 5 is intended to guide compilation of metals recovery / metals 

embodied in the main mineral products shipped out in the mineral products after their 

primary concentration phases. While not strictly necessary for EW-MFA, it is a vital 

companion to the basic ore DE data if the data compiled for EW-MFA account construction 

is to retain the practical applications which spurred development of the system in the first 

place. As with Table 4, the data required will generally already be being collected, at much 

higher resolution, as part of routine operational data requirements. 

 

a) Information on the potential pollutants remaining in tailings.  

 

The data collected in Table 5 gives the ability to directly calculate the concentration and 

total amount of key potential pollutants left behind in tailings, if the main products are 
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environmentally problematic e.g. copper, lead etc., and also the potential to estimate the 

content of other key pollutants where there is a statistical correlation between those 

pollutants and one of the major products.  

 

In the first case, the concentration of a main product pollutant left behind in wastes 

(usually predominantly mine tailings) can be estimated as simply: 

 

     Input grade x (1 – Recovery factor) 

 

In the second case, it is common for there to be statistically significant relationships 

between different metals in ROM ore at an individual deposit level e.g. zinc-cadmium, 

silver-antimony, silver-selenium Golder Associates (2011), copper-cobalt, cobalt-arsenic, 

cobalt-cadmium in Wrucke and Armbrustmacher (1975), and in individual tailings dumps 

e.g. silver-arsenic Bortnikova, Bessonova, and Gaskova (2012),  lead-cadmium Enkhzaya et 

al. (2016). Additional data in the form of historical or new geochemical sampling and 

analyses of the ores and/or tailings which includes the pollutants of interest, sufficient to 

establish these correlations for individual ore streams, would be needed, however once this 

is obtained the detailed record of main product metals would in many cases be sufficient to 

create initial estimates of whether there is a significant legacy of these pollutants left 

behind, and where it is likely to be.  
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b) Information on potentially valuable products left behind in mine tailings for future 

recovery 

 

 This aspect is the flip-side of the pollutants problem above, with the unrecovered metals 

here being assessed with regard to the potential economic opportunities they present, 

rather than the environmental problem they present.  The main target metals’ prices 

change over time, and recovery technologies improve. Both of these dynamics can lead to a 

situation where it becomes economically viable to re-process what was formerly 

considered mine waste.  Similarly, elements which were previously considered either 

worthless, or even contaminants, and largely directed to tailings in the early processing 

phases, become valuable due to market and/or technological change. An example here is 

the iterative resampling of tailings in the Tennant Creek copper-gold province as first 

bismuth became briefly of interest in Moskovits (1965), then decades later cobalt (in 

conjunction with improved recovery of Cu and Au) in Peko Bull Pty Ltd (2017). 

 

To illustrate how this could work with reference to the data in Table 5, we can calculate 

directly and with a high degree of confidence, that the tailings dumped from Bonanza A 

mine in 2015 should still constitute a resource containing around 39,000 tonnes of copper, 

9.45 tonnes of gold, 84 tonnes of silver, and 1425 tonnes of molybdenum at grades of 1,300 

pp, 0.3ppm, 2.8 ppm, and 48 ppm respectively. If we then have additional analyses that 

indicates there is a good correlation between any of these elements, and another metal 
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which was of little interest at the time (say indium15), then we could also establish a 

preliminary, low confidence estimate of what the tailings might contain. This later estimate 

might come via a simple relationship established between indium and a main product 

directly in the tailings (post-processing), or perhaps via the relationship between the two 

metals in the original ore, then applying an estimated recovery factor for indium. The 

potential for leveraging such relationships  is discussed in  Gavin M. Mudd et al. (2017). 

 

c) Information on the market value of secondary products which may be shipped out with 

metal concentrates, but for which royalties and other payments are not being received. 

 

In Table 5, of the four metals with analyses, only three are flagged as “sold”. This means 

that the molybdenum content, while potentially valuable in its own right, is currently not 

being paid for by the receiving processor.  This is a common situation, as any metal not 

specifically included in a miner’s agreement with customer will not receive payment. 

Indeed, it is common for some associated metals to attract smelter penalties and actually 

decrease the money a miner receives for their product, even though they may be valuable 

in their own right. Antimony or bismuth in copper and / or zinc concentrates are examples 

here. An indicative table in AME Research (2017), for example, gives smelter treatment 

penalties of $US1.50 – $2.00 for each additional 0.1% Antimony or Bismuth in Zinc 

concentrates (with outright rejection of concentrate by Chinese smelters at Antimony 

                                                 

15 Indium was chosen as the hypothetical example here largely because it is an excellent example where the 
resources available from the mining waste of historical operations, where it was not originally valued, can become 
a very significant potential resource. See  Werner, Mudd, and Jowitt (2015). 
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levels > 1.0%).  To put this in context, using the 2015 prices given in USGS (2019b), a 

smelter which effectively recovered these metals from the concentrate would potentially 

capture  raw metal value (i.e. excluding the costs of that recovery process)  of $US7.20 for 

Antimony, and  $US16.70 for Bismuth, for each 0.1% in the concentrate. 

 

Retaining organized, moderately detailed information on the full range of metals analyzed 

for, as facilitated by the structure of Table 5, and combining that with current metal prices, 

makes it straight forward for policy makers to assess how the value currently being 

received for the suite of metals being shipped out compares to the potential contained 

value. This is useful where international prices for different metals, and the price 

relativities between them, can vary widely over time. Where it may have been reasonable 

to accept zero or negative payment for a particular metal when an operation commenced, 

years later the price of that metal may have increased dramatically, or the cost of removing 

it as a contaminant decreased greatly due to technological advances. Having this 

information readily available, on an ongoing basis, should make it simple to identify where 

existing terms may need re-negotiation. This could equally be true for the main product 

metals.  

 

d) Information for initial overview assessments of mining efficiency, good practice, and 

value flows (facilitating transparency).  
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This is related to the preceding function, but with the emphasis placed on being able to 

reconcile metal flows through a crucial stage of the conversion of metal ores to value, 

where much of the total metal losses, and so potential value losses, occur in processing.  

 

The recovery factor recorded in Table 5 provides a direct measure of how well metal is 

being retained in the initial concentration phases, basic information for comparing how 

efficiently the resource is being exploited to other operations or countries. The grade 

information in both Table 4 and Table 5 can be reconciled against grade estimates for the 

deposit reserves / resources overall, and so provide advanced notice of whether practices 

such as “high grading” are taking place16.   

 

Used in combination and over multiple years, the tonnage/grade/recovery data recorded 

in Tables 4 and 5 enables an approximate reconciliation of recorded mined metal content 

against apparent shipped metal content, and so can flag important anomalies. This  would 

provide an important adjunct to the efforts currently being undertaken in international 

initiatives such as the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI, 2019), which 

currently focuses mainly on financial flows. Metal ores are particularly susceptible to 

having major monetary value “hidden in plain sight” by simply understating (or omitting) 

metal concentrations. This hidden value can then be recovered further down the 

                                                 

16 The term “high grading” here is used to refer to the practice of concentrating on taking the highest value 
portions of a total deposit first, in order to maximize early returns at the expense of mine life, total extraction, and 
potential total long-term returns. A description of some motivations and effects of high grading, are outlined in 
Kitco Metals Inc. (2013). Mine operators may be particularly motivated to high grade in periods of high interest 
rates, falling metal prices, or in politically unstable jurisdictions.   
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processing chain, in external and perhaps non-transparent legal jurisdictions. To illustrate 

this point, if the processed tonnage, grade, and recovery for Bonanza A mine in Table 5 had 

all in fact simply been underreported by 10%, i.e. in reality 33.3MT at 1.0ppm was 

processed, with 67% recovery, then the gold actually shipped out in concentrate would  

increase by almost 37%  , or  6 tonnes (worth approximately USD 250 million at  USD 1300 

per oz.).  

 

 

6. Conclusion. 

 

EW-MFA framework, which covers all extraction of biomass, fossil fuels, metal ores, and 

non-metallic minerals from the environment, is in the process of transforming from a 

framework of policy relevance mainly within a narrow band of industrialized nations, to a 

standardized methodology of global significance. As this transformation proceeds, it is to 

be expected that some specific methodologies and procedures may need to be adapted to 

better reflect the interests of the more diverse collection of countries now becoming 

interested in establishing EW-MFA accounts.  

 

In this article, we proposed updating the metal ores accounting procedures, because we 

view this material category as the clearest case where the underlying methodologies can be 

substantially improved by relatively straight-forward changes, and where there is more 

than adequate data being collected to make practical use of those methodological 

improvements.  
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The changes we suggest will make the metal ore accounts better suited for answering the 

high level policy and research questions they were originally designed for. More 

importantly, the revised underlying processes will now provide a robust platform for 

organizing a range of data much more directly applicable to basic matters of good natural 

resource management and governance. It will provide information of more immediate and 

direct economic and environmental significance for developing nations, especially those 

relying on their mining sectors for significant income. In doing this we aim to increase the 

obvious benefits to poorer countries of taking on the task of assembling national EW-MFA 

accounts, thereby increasing the incentives towards the widespread institutionalization 

and maintenance of these accounts over the long term.  
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